POSITION

HM
Asst HM
Hareline
On-Sec
Members

Run:
880

NAME

EMAIL

CONTACT

Colin Sorias
colinsorias@yahoo.com
Allan Girod 788-8959
Hash Cash Lorin Paton 622-5806
Salma Khan
salmakhan_10@hotmail.com
Marita Guevara
mcguevar@tstt.co.tt
Betty Agostini, Marguerite Aanensen, Joanne Esdale, Gerry Soogrim, Michelle

Date:
22 Nov 2014

Site:
La Tinta Bay

Hares:
DDI Posse

305-1053
753-8843
685-3600
Girod

Scribe:
Lipstick Girl

Well finally I was going to a hash 'Down De Islands'
because I had heard the last one was so good. So I waited
with anticipation! Up early on Saturday, pelau cooked,
cooler packed and I am off to Pier 1, where we were
supposed to meet for 8 am. People are still arriving and we
are gathered by the pier….waiting, waiting, waiting, why
are we waiting oh why why why…Eventually we all boarded
and found a spot. Good music playing, drinks pouring and as
usual Pat the winer boy dancing to his heart’s content.
Nine forty five and we are still waiting in the hot blazing
sun. And no one can tell me why….Finally we understood,
when a group of about 10 people now come strolling unto
the pier. Finally at 10:15 we are off…
On a boat ride that should have taken roughly 45 minutes took 2 hours because de driver of de boat
decided to give us a scenic ride but without scene…lol. We
finally docked on Chacachacare and had MORE waiting to do
while the hares set the Hash. By this time we were hungry
but didn’t want to eat too soon before de run. Finally the
hares have come back and its ON ON!!
The trail started on the coastline and then it was ON UP! I
should have guessed that this run would have been mostly
hill! Any way ON UP and Up and UP, passing though some
abandoned houses through a field of mother in law's
tongue/snake plant We eventually got to a flat area where
we saw some large eggs on the ground that somebody said
was corbeau. I just cover my head and run faster cause I don’t want no mother corbeau attack me for
her children…We got to a little valley, well that what I called it…only to see the walkers going up a
mighty hill!! Yes a mighty hill, all you can see is up, well if it have to be so then is so…and listen eh, if you
cyah make with speed move to de side and let people pass PLEASE!! When we reached the top de hare
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don’t know where to go! He talking on he walkie talkie and being told to go right, one saying go back down
and people confused about where to go- up, down, left,
right..finally Mumtaz took us on to the right path which
was not certain because there was no paper!
Continuing along and more rain, making the terrain hard
to manouver, with people slipping and sliding and one girl
falling flat on her face, poor ting…well all that in it, it is
a hash after all, anything possible. Well we finally got to
the ON IN and everybody went straight to the water
to cool off. We did not stay long on the island as the
same boat captain who take long to reach say we have
to leave 4:00! Why? Some say the weather, others say he had another engagement…who knows…the ON
IN party on de boat was nice for ther 45 minutes it took to reach back. Which we continued in KFC's car
park after! ON ON to the Christmas party at Blackjack Marine.
Virgins: Maritsa, Kristin, Brittnay, Dominic, Simon, Andrew, Martin, Dominic, Wanessa
New Shoes: A. whiskey, John, Martin Jarvis, Dominic
HM’s Hedonics
And so began the quest to extract and bestow pleasure from a run off the mainland at
Chacachacare. For what we do, its 900 acres provide an ample technical challenge. Throw in the
change in weather we experienced this Saturday evening, and the best efforts of any hares can
be easily overwhelmed. We accomplished our objective; Our over-subscribed mission was
entirely not FUBAR. In fact in spite of the logistical impediments, ‘we’ 100 hashers nevertheless
had a whale of a time. A Conga line on the C Prowler – indicative of hashers knowing how to
have a good time under any circumstances.
We would like to sincerely thank all those who made it out for this venture. It was a most
memorable hash in many ways. Thanks to those who gave assistance with the logistics and
heavy-lifting – without your help we would not have been able to accomplish.
On On to your 2015…

Enviro-Corner
Segregate your waste at the hash! Remember Disassemble, Crush & Dispose

Responsibly. - Reduce | Reuse | Recycle| We’re all in this together!
BLACK BAGS – General Litter |

BLUE BAGS – Plastics |

Directions to the next run – Run#882
Date: Dec 20 2014
Time: 3:30PM
Hares: Hayden, Mark, Alan

YELLOW BAGS - Metals

Site: The Arboretum, Tucker Valley, Chaguaramas

Directions: From Port of Spain, head west to Carenage/ Chaguaramas. Just after CDA Police post (Pier II),
turn right (north) onto Tucker Valley Road towards Macqueripe beach. Pass road to Chaguaramas golf course
(Bellerand Rd) on left, and then take right turn just before parking lot further up on right. Continue on road
and take right (at gate/ barrier) to Arboretum.
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